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Spectacular Helicopter flights  
over the Victoria Falls

With our impressive fleet of four helicopters, Batoka Sky can fly a total of 16 
people making the scenic Victoria Falls helicopter flights an ideal group activity.

Experience the Flight of Angels, an unforgettable helicopter flight over the 
spectacular Victoria Falls, Batoka Gorge, Zambezi River and the lush Mosi-
oa-Tunya National Park. With Batoka Sky, adventurers can choose from three 
magnificent scenic flights; the Short 15 minute Flight, the 22 minute Gorge Flight 
and the longer 30 minute Scenic Flight.

Batoka Sky also offers two spectacular Gorge Picnic fly-in experiences. Chopper 
into the Gorge for a private al fresco lunch for two, or book a riverside leisure, 
family, or corporate group dining experience followed by a magnificent flight out 
the Gorge and above the Falls.

After an exciting day’s white water rafting, the steep climb out of the deep Gorge 
is a strenuous one for rafters. Batoka Sky have constructed helicopter landing 
pads at rapids 10, 21 and 25  to chopper rafters out of the Gorge. The fantastic 
cost saving rafting, helicopter combos provide an exhilarating ascent out of the 
Gorge back to Batoka Sky, or to the lodges further upstream.

HELICOPTER FLIGHTS:
Thrilling flights departing from and returning to the 
Maramba Airfield. 

SHORT FLIGHT 
Fly over the incredible scenery of the Zambezi River, circle over 
the Falls and the islands then return to the airfield.

DURATION MIN PAX FLIGHT TIMES

±15 Minutes 2 people between 07h00 and 18h00

GORGE FLIGHT
A breathtaking flight over the incredible scenery of the 
Zambezi and Victoria Falls, with the addition of an exciting 
swoop into the Batoka Gorge.

DURATION MIN PAX FLIGHT TIMES

±22 Minutes 2 people between 07h00 and 18h00

LONG FLIGHT
The ultimate scenic Victoria Falls flight; after viewing the 
Victoria Falls and the islands, enjoy an exhilarating flight 
over local villages, with an exciting dive into Batoka Gorge, 
following the Zambezi River to rapid 10, before heading back 
to the airfield. 

DURATION MIN PAX FLIGHT TIMES

±30 Minutes 2 people between 07h00 and 18h00
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HELICOPTER FLIGHTS:
BOBO CAMP GORGE PICNIC
This unique activity starts with a scenic helicopter flight into the Gorge to a 
stunning riverside spot at Rapid # 21. A beautifully prepared picnic lunch on the 
white beach at the edge of the Zambezi provides an idyllic setting to unwind and 
enjoy a tranquil time away from everyday life. The ascent out of the gorge by 
helicopter is the perfect finale to a wonderful excursion. 

Batoka Sky offers two Gorge Picnic fly-in options. Couples can book a private 
helicopter flight and exclusive riverside day excursion where relaxation, solitude, 
delicious al fresco dining, and five-star service promise a fabulous mini getaway.  
Family, leisure, and corporate groups can book a morning breakfast or afternoon 
lunch picnic excursion. Nature walks and beach volleyball are available.

EXCURSION DURATION TIME MIN PAX MAX PAX

Couples Exclusive Gorge Picnic ± 4½ hours 10h30 to 
15h00 2 people 2 people

Leisure, Family & Corporate 
Gorge Picnic ± 3 hours Morning & 

Afternoon 4 people 24 people

BATOKA GORGE WHITE WATER RAFTING LIFOUT FLIGHT
The Batoka Gorge is the Gorge below the Victoria Falls where the Zambezi River 
flows towards the Indian Ocean. The Gorge is home to world-renowned rapids 13 
to 21 which are rated amongst the most challenging and thrilling rapids on the 
planet. After an exciting days rafting, the steep climb out of the deep Gorge is a 
strenuous one for White Water Rafters. Batoka Sky have constructed helicopter 
landing pads at rapids 10, 21 and 25 to chopper rafters out of the Gorge. The 
fantastic cost saving rafting, helicopter combos provide an exhilarating ascent 
out of the Gorge back to Batoka Sky, or to the lodges further upstream.

DURATION MIN PAX LIFTOUT LOCATION

± 15 Minutes 4 people Rapid # 10 – after half day rafting

± 15 Minutes 4 people Rapid # 21 – after full day rafting
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ABOUT OUR HELICOPTERS
Batoka Sky operates four helicopters:

1 x EUROCOPTER SQUIRREL AS350 BA (6 seater)

The Eurocopter Squirrel AS350 BA with its powerful 640 hp power plant has 
the seating capacity of the pilot plus six passengers.

1 x BELL 206 III JET RANGER (4 seater)

The Bell 206 III Jet Ranger is one the most popular helicopters in the world.  
It has a seating capacity of four passengers plus the pilot.

2 x ROBINSON R 44 RAVIN II (3 seater)

The Robinson R44 Ravin II has a seating capacity of the pilot plus three 
passengers that allows all the occupants a window seat.

PRIVATE HELICOPTER CHARTERS
Tailor-made charters are available to destinations in and around the region to 
explore the Victoria Falls, Zambezi River and Batoka Gorge, and the beautiful 
scenery of the outlying areas. We can accommodate private bookings and 
small groups. 

DURATION TIMES

Minimum charter time of one hour 07h00 – 18h00

HELICOPTER AIRPORT TRANSFERS
An exciting and convenient helicopter transfer from Livingstone Airport to 
river lodges further upstream. Choose between a direct transfer, or include a 
scenic Falls and / or Gorge flight en-route.

ROUTE OPTIONS
• Livingstone Airport – Lodge
• Livingstone Airport – Victoria Falls – Lodge
• Livingstone Airport – Victoria Falls – Low level swoop  
 into the Batoka Gorge – Lodge

HELICOPTER MIN PAX TIMES

3 Seater 2 people 07h00 – 18h00

4 Seater 3 people 07h00 – 18h00

6 seater 4 people 07h00 – 18h00

BATOKA SKY PRODUCTIONS
Batoka Sky Productions have vast experience filming and photographing 
events, corporate functions, team building activities and weddings.

With a choice of Helicopters, Microlights, River Cruise Vessels, River Boats, 
Canoes, Rafts, Horses and Quad Bikes available, Batoka Sky Productions can 
film and photograph any Victoria Falls activities providing great Livingstone 
memories for families and groups.

The helicopter onboard camera captures video footage of the scenic heli-
copter flights which are available for purchase after the flight.  
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BATOKA SKY DOCUMENTS

AIR OPERATOR CERTIFICATE

AIR SERVICE PERMIT
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